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Jan Knipe: Blurring the Lines By Amy G. Moorefield, Director

Jan Knipe transforms sheets of paper into palimpsests
that selectively record her immediate environs.
Drawing is a complex language. Knipe raises the bar
for the discipline of drawing by her preoccupation
with the margins between abstraction and the
conventions of the image. For instance, in Quarry Rocks
(1999), rocky protrusions transform into calligraphic
lines; in Tower of Babel (2010), piles of teabags mutate
into foothills. Her experimentation with the divide
between the contrasting modes of representation as
a point of interest and also as a method of departure
characterizes her work. >
Quarry Rocks

1999
Handmade pastels
22½ x 30 inches
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Historically, the act of drawing was considered

monochromatic hues. Through her facile and

a means to an end, a method for the artist to render

expressive handling of her rendering tools, she

a thought process on a temporal surface, and as a

transforms perceptions of her external environment

reference for the desired finished structure, whether

into translations that hover between the real

that was a painting, sculpture, or architectural

and the abstract. She has footholds in both realms

construction. Now drawing is a respected art

and delights in blurring the lines between them.

form in itself. Curator Bernice Rose once commented

In Ashtabula (2011), the surface is acutely active

that contemporary drawing has now risen in

through a trail of pastel and Conté crayon that

equal footing with painting and sculpture.“….

traces her progression over the paper. Her gestures

drawing has become one of the elements of a new

mirror automatic writing; the forms distantly

language, and that operates in a variety of guises,

echo the landscape. Marks coalesce into images

conservative as well as revolutionary.” 1 Knipe’s

that appear and retreat through hazy lines that

dedication to the medium as an object and as an

are worked so heavily that the implied forms appear

activity is laudable. She has been creating drawings

to be embedded into the fibers of the paper.

for over thirty years, working in mixed chalks,
pastel, charcoal, Conté crayon, oil paint, and

Other works exhibit Knipe’s willingness to toss risk

pencil; oftentimes, making her own pastels and has

into the pot. In her large drawing Roanoke (2011),

contained her palette to primarily muted

the surface of the paper is so worked, one gets the

Ashtabula

2011
Handmade pastels,
Conté crayon
30 x 42½ inches
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impression that she has enjoyed the challenge of

views into one. The image is compounded with

taxing the sheet to the pinnacle of its makeup.

her “handwriting.” She renders the landscape in a

Hovering on the precipice of disaster, the result is

lateral band from left to right, in dark to light tones,

simply gorgeous. The composition appears to

and then finally, she implies airiness by using the

pulsate palpably with tremendous implied depth

bare sheet as a hue. The exposed paper conveys as

and luminosity.

much information as her gestural marks.

In drawing, artists have a unique handwriting.

In the works on view in this exhibition, Knipe’s love

Curator and author Ruth Fine once wrote, “As in the

of drawing and her gifts as a raconteur are evident.

case of ‘drawing’ and ‘realism,’ the meaning of

Her investigation of the boundaries of the medium

‘finish’ has become blurred over time… These

builds, sheet by sheet, across the museum

varied notions of completeness and refinement not

terrain, forming its own narrative, and emphasizing

only reflect aesthetic interests and intentions,

drawing’s transformative qualities.

but also personal temperament.” 2 Often beginning
in the center of the sheet and radiating out, Knipe’s
compositions imply a bifurcated impression as in
Sink Hole (2011), in which she blends two distinctive
Tower of Babel

2010
Charcoal
22½ x 29 inches
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1	Rose, Bernice. Allegories of Moderism: Contemporary Drawings.
(The Museum of Modern Art) 1992. 10.
2	Fine, Ruth “Reflections and Shadows: Realism and Its
Discontents” Contemporary American Realist Drawings:
The Jalene And Richard Davidson Collection at The Art Institute
of Chicago. (The Art Institute of Chicago) 1999. 7.

Sink Hole

Roanoke

2011
Mixed chalks
22½ x 29½ inches

2011
Handmade pastels
30 x 38 inches
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Quarry Rocks & Trees

Zoot’s Lullaby

1999
Handmade pastels
22½ x 30 inches

2011
Conté crayon
30 x 43 inches
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Sparring with History By Ann Bronwyn Paulk, Ph.D.

Jan Knipe’s preference for drawing, and in traditional
genres of still life and landscape, testifies to her
deep engagement with history and place. Landscape,
though once standard in academic études and meat
for modernist experimentation, had like drawing been
genus non grata during the late-twentieth-century
era of critique and expansion of the field. In recent years,
however, an increase in landscape shows in galleries
has paralleled appeals by a number of critics for
artists to engage history rather than appropriate it—
to get, as Raphael Rubenstein put it, “into the ring
1
with great artists of the past.” >
Garden Refuge

2009
Charcoal
29 x 22½ inches
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Knipe’s career has been about getting into that

underscore a more romantic orientation. Lushness

ring, largely with a French tradition going back to

of touch and impression coexist with modernist

Poussin and Corot. Her Quarry Rocks, (1999)

complexity of perception to create many levels of

and related plein-aire pastels re-work Cezanne’s

engagement with the subject. A pervasive tension

Bibemus Quarry via her own Virginia landscape, and

between structure and obscurity reflects her

variants of Cezanne-esque verticality and passage

interest in relationships of separateness and contrast

are characteristic of still lifes like Garden Refuge,

as means to construct visual space, as in the value

(2009) as well as her landscapes. The construction

contrast in Garden Refuge, (2009) and of inside/

in several Italian landscape studies is equally

outside in Studio Window, (2011). She keeps in mind

reminiscent of the vertical hill town in Piero della

Edwin Dickenson’s observation that one can see

Francesca’s Arezzo fresco cycle, reflecting her

the play of ripples on the surface of a river and the

love of Italian landscape.

pebbles beneath the surface, but not both at
the same time. Separateness of visual experience

Studio Window

2011
Mixed chalks
29½ x 22½ inches
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Knipe’s expressive, sensuous line might encourage

has a history in the window as both portal and

a viewer response conditioned by the history of

barrier, explored by artists from Vermeer to Hopper

landscape as a beautiful view. But her concern with

and fully engaged in Window, where the road

sense of place rather than scenery begins to set

presses upward insistently against the glass—an

her work apart from the picturesque “view” and

invitation to the landscape but also an obstruction.

Though invested in place, Knipe’s individual

Similarly, in Window, the lower slice of blank wall

incorrect and feasible. The title relates the work

landscapes don’t offer a window on the world.

adds ambiguity—the frame might suggest a painting

to Knipe’s ever-present dialogue between unity

Recent art historical studies have linked cartography

on a wall rather than a window. Women’s age-

and difference. Tower is an amalgam of landscape

and landscape as related means of describing

old, nettlesome association with nature seems both

and still life—one of the genres historically most

and mapping land, and her drawing includes a

absent and present here, where the near-vertical

available to women artists. The artist’s Morandi-

descriptive impulse. But unlike typical landscape

road may read as a barrier or as a precipice. While

esque study of relationships between still life

paintings, including Dutch landscapes, or those by

some contemporary women artists have critiqued

objects reflects the formal and subjective impera-

Corot or Lennart Anderson—painters who have

artistic canons by using landscape ideologically or

tives in her landscapes. In Evening Still Life, which

shared her affinity for Italy, or by most contempo-

ironically, Knipe is committed to a tradition of

developed over a long period of time and prefigures

raries, hers do not suggest land beyond the

structuring plein-aire experience of the seen land-

her recent work in total abstraction, shadowy

bounds of the image. This is in part a function of

scape; her non-ironic introduction of a window,

obscuration of form leaves a single pot visibly

drawing as opposed to painting—the former typically

laden with semiotic potential, is a reminder that art

perched in a patch of light. All of Knipe’s work speaks

more invested in working out structural problems

is a construction, but one with a vital history.

concurrently to and against the postmodern

and the latter in a complete, “finished” work.

View from Crispolti
2002
Black chalks
22¼ x 30¼ inches
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suspicion of the sensuousness of traditional art

In Quarry Rocks, a typically Knipean upward curve

The apparent landform in Tower of Babel, (2010) is

forms. And to the endlessly challenging question

of lower foreground imagery bares the bottom

on closer view a tabletop mountain of tea bags—

of how one constructs a picture.

corners, removing the landscape from its larger

organic forms whose ambiguity of shape eclipses

context and emphasizing the drawing as an artifice.

scale, making the assumption of a landscape both

1	Raphael Rubenstein, “A Quiet Crisis”, Art in America,
	March 2003, 39-45.

Wildwood Park

Evening Still Life

2005
Charcoal
19¼ x 23 inches

2009
Mixed chalks
22 x 21½ inches
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Observation and Invention By John Goodrich

Drawing, as marks of pencil or charcoal on paper,
may be the most low-tech of the high arts, but
it allows for a remarkable variety of expressions.
As outlines, drawing crisply divides one region
from another, determining spatial locations and
relationships. As texture, it turns the paper into
an organic, empathetic equivalent of nature’s
own surfaces. And as tones, marks of pencil or
charcoal become especially expressive, conjuring
visceral sensations of light and imparting
weight to volumes and distances. >
Frisco, NC

2010
Mixed chalks
22½ x 29½ inches
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In the hands of the accomplished Jan Knipe, all these

Such drawings are not static accounts, but

possibilities of drawing come into play in her vivid

celebrations of our naturally mobile vision. Knipe’s

and intimate images of her visual environment.

images appear to crystallize in the same order as
her impressions. The tones and contours of

Berkeley

2004
Charcoal on paper
22½ x 25 inches
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Knipe’s charcoal and pastel drawings are clearly

New River (2011), a wooded landscape scene, catch

rooted in concrete observations, but she heightens

the energy of leafy canopies spreading above

their sense of sunlight and atmosphere with

our point of view, as well as the ground plane

expressive tones. Her subjects, be they forests,

receding beneath. But this drawing also captures

towns, interiors, or suburban hillsides, seem at

the progression of our perceptions across the

once substantive and ethereal. In the drawing

sheet’s width. Dense plunges among tree trunks

titled Frisco, NC (2010), for instance, delicate tones

define both left and right sides of the image,

vibrantly capture a block of houses as they trail,

to be connected by the central, measured span of

one after the other, into the distance. Their broad

a bridge; one wanders through this drawing,

bulks are revealed by surprisingly subtle shifts

bit by bit, as one would in life. Similarly, Berkeley

of tones, with entire walls elicited by a few spare

(2003) uncovers the spatial dramas of a city’s

details, such as an eave’s shadow, or the barely

intersection in expansive shifts of view: up into the

lighter rectangles of windows. The buildings feel

tops of trees and telephone poles, down to their

buoyed by light as they progress into the distance—

bases, and along diverging roads into the depths

and, as the nearest ones are built on stilts,

at left and right. In still lifes such as Garden Refuge

Knipe enhances this effect by recording the dense,

(2009), the artist adopts an almost overhead

deep shadows about their bases.

viewpoint, so that squashes, artichokes and other

New River
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2011
Mixed chalks
23 x 45 inches

vegetables seem almost stacked, one above the

tones at left? A single, slender trunk boldly

other, as they proceed up a table’s surface. Again,

divides the two zones at the drawing’s center,

one senses a pacing of elements in accord with the

as if to accent the drawing’s peculiar “bi-polar”

ranging of the eye. And, as is always the case with

nature. And yet, sensations of light and space are

Knipe’s drawings, the artist serves up this rigorous

strikingly continuous across the sheet’s width—

locating of forms in rich, atmospheric tones.

no small testament to the artist’s versatile gifts.

Knipe’s work is traditional in that it pursues

According to the artist, she has consciously

possibilities and paradoxes of representation rather

explored drawing’s abstract potential for only the

than “high concept” social codings or semiotics.

last year or so. All these drawings, however,

Despite her empathetic renderings of nature,

show an intuitive grasp of the formal relationships

however, the artist does seem to hold the act of

among their elements. One senses that her

representation at a certain, inquiring distance.

heart lies in the mysteries of atmospheric tones,

She doesn’t depict solely for the sake of depicting,

but she is keenly mindful of the way that distinct

but also to explore a means of representation.

shapes emerge from them. Arguably, this merging

What else accounts for the curious, dual approach

of abstract and perceived impressions forms

of the forest scene Sink Hole (2011), in which the

the basis of all rigorous representation, and

depths between trunks are rendered, convincingly,

in Knipe’s vivid work, observation and invention

in the spare language of contour drawing on

proceed hand in hand, creating the kinds of

the right side, and then in indulgently atmospheric

truths available only in drawing.
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Berkeley Abstraction
2011
Handmade pastels
22½ x 30 inches

Oakland

Yellow

2004
Mixed chalks, gold,
silver, pastels, charcoal
18½ x 19 inches

2010
Oil paint, pencil on Mylar
12 x 13 inches
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Leverage

Sadie’s Walk

2003
Conté crayon
19¾ x 25½ inches

2010
Charcoal
22 x 29 inches
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Jan Knipe

Selected Group Exhibitions

2011
2010
2009

1944	Born in Los Angeles, CA
1987-2009 	Professor, Hollins University, Roanoke, VA
	Lives and works in Radford, VA

2003-02
2001

Selected Awards

2011	Virginia Commission For the Arts, Individual Artist Grant, Works on Paper
2010
Grants for Artists Program (GAP), The Arts Council of the Blue Ridge, Roanoke, VA
2009-87	Research Grant, Hollins University, Roanoke, VA (each year since 1987)
2009
Drawing From Perception, Robert Stein Galleries, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio, Jurors Prize
2005-06	Teaching Innovations and Enhancements Grant, Hollins University, Roanoke, VA
2003	Cabell Foundation Grant, Hollins University, Roanoke, VA
2002	Hobbie Trust Grant, Ethics and Values, Study in Italy, Hollins University, Roanoke, VA
2000	Virginia Museum of Fine Arts 2000-2001 Fellowship, Professional Award, Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Richmond, VA
1995	American Academy in Rome, Visitor, Rome, Italy, Cabell Foundation Grant, Hollins University, Roanoke, VA
	Mednick Grant, Virginia Foundation for Independent Colleges, Richmond, VA
Selected Solo Exhibitions

2011	Eleanor D. Wilson Museum at Hollins University, Roanoke, VA
2006
Washington Art Association, Washington Depot, CT
2005	Eleanor D. Wilson Museum at Hollins University, Roanoke, VA
2003	Radford University Museum, Radford, VA
2002	College of Southern Maryland, La Plata, MD
1999	Louisiana State University at Shreveport, Shreveport, LA
	Beverly Street Studio School, Staunton, VA
1997	Hollins University, Roanoke, VA
1996	Hackett/Freedman Gallery, San Francisco, CA
1994
Danville Museum of Art, Danville, VA
	Olin Hall Gallery, Roanoke College, Roanoke, VA
1993
Marsh Art Gallery, University of Richmond, Richmond, VA
1992
Daura Gallery, Lynchburg College, Lynchburg, VA
1991	Armory Art Gallery, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA
	Hunt Gallery, Mary Baldwin College, Staunton, VA
1990
Gallery of Art, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, IA
1987	Hackett/Freedman Gallery, San Francisco, CA
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2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1990
1988
1987
1986

Bowery’s 20th Annual Juried Show, New York, NY
Biennial Exhibition, Olin Hall Galleries, Roanoke College, Roanoke, VA
Jan Knipe Drawings, Bill White Paintings, Ferrum College, Ferrum, VA
Drawing From Perception, Wright State University, Dayton, OH
The Virginia Landscape, Hermitage Foundation Museum, Norfolk, VA
From These Hills: Southwest Virginia Artists, William King Regional Arts Center, Abingdon, VA
George Nick Selects, Concord Art Association, Concord, MA
New Dimensions/Urban Landscape, Nelson Street Gallery, Lexington, VA
The Virginia Landscape, Virginia Historical Society, Richmond, VA
Millennial Biennial: National Works on Paper, Marsh Art Gallery, University of Richmond, Richmond, VA
Darkness and Light: Recent American Landscape Painting, Art Museum of Western Virginia, Roanoke, VA
Drawings Exhibition, Andrews Gallery, College of William & Mary, Williamsburg, VA
Artists from Southwest Virginia: Jan Knipe, Sherry Mansfield, Janet Niewald, Donna Polseno, Cudahy’s Gallery, Richmond, VA
Contemporary Paintings, Prints, and Drawings, Art Museum of Western Virginia, Roanoke, VA
Summa Composite Art Exhibition, Appalachian State University, Boone, NC
Women in the Visual Arts, Hollins University, Roanoke, VA
Contemporary Virginia Realism, Second Street Gallery, Charlottesville, VA
Location: the Landscape, Milwaukee Institute of Art and Design, Milwaukee, WI
Bowery Gallery 2nd Annual Juried Show, 1993, Bowery Gallery, New York, NY
Four Realists: April Funcke, Diana Horiwitz, Jan Knipe, Langdon Quinn, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, IA
Drawing in Virginia, Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Richmond, VA
Juried Exhibition, First Street Gallery, New York, NY
American Drawing Biennial, Muscarelle Museum of Art, College of William & Mary, Williamsburg, VA
Jan Knipe/Mary Beth Ackers, Burkett Gallery, Baltimore, MD
Figurative Interpretations, Hackett/Freedman Gallery, San Francisco, CA
Contemporary Realist Drawings and Paintings, Hackett/Freedman Gallery, San Francisco, CA

Selected Public Collections

Weisman Museum of Art, Minneapolis, MN
American Council on Education, Washington, DC
Taubman Museum of Art, Roanoke, VA
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA
Plemmons Collection of Contemporary Art, Appalachian State University, Boone, NC
Eleanor D. Wilson Museum at Hollins University, Roanoke, VA
Time Inc., Chicago, IL
Pillsbury Collection, Minneapolis, MN
3M Corporation, Minneapolis, MN

Chrysanthemums, 1997
Mixed chalks on Ingres charcoal paper
25 x 19 inches
Private collection

Quarry Rocks, 1999
Handmade pastels on Saunders
Waterford paper
22½ x 30 inches
Collection of the artist

Quarry Rocks & Trees, 1999
Handmade pastels on Arches paper
22½ x 30 inches
Collection of Ann Bronwyn Paulk, Ph.D.

Quarry Rocks & Water, 1999
Handmade pastels on paper
22½ x 30 inches
Collection of the artist

View from Crispolti, 2002
Black chalks on Fabriano cold press paper
22¼ x 30¼ inches
Collection of the artist

Leverage, 2003
Conté crayon on Canson green paper
19¾ x 25½ inches
Collection of the artist

Berkeley, 2004
Charcoal on Saunders Waterford paper
22½ x 25 inches
Private collection

Oakland, 2004
Mixed chalks, gold, silver, pastels, charcoal on
Saunders Waterford paper
18½ x 19 inches
Private collection

Pink Condos, 2004
Charcoal on Fabriano hot press paper
20 x 20½ inches
Collection of the artist
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View from Riverbluffs, 2004
Handmade pastels on paper
30 x 43 inches
Collection of the artist

Wildwood Park, 2005
Charcoal on Ingres charcoal paper
19¼ x 23 inches
Collection of the artist

Houses in Todi, 2006
Conté crayon on Dixon paper
22 x 16 inches
Collection of the artist

Ashtabula, 2011
Handmade pastels, Conté crayon on paper
30 x 42½ inches
Collection of the artist

Berkeley Abstraction, 2011
Handmade pastels on paper
22½ x 30 inches
Collection of the artist

Burbank, 2011
Handmade pastels, charcoal on paper
30 x 28 inches
Collection of the artist

Evening Still Life, 2009
Mixed chalks on Fabriano paper
22 x 21½ inches
Private collection

Garden Refuge, 2009
Charcoal on Arches hot press paper
29 x 22½ inches
Collection of the artist

Tower of Babel, 2010
Charcoal on watercolor paper
22½ x 29 inches
Collection of the artist

New River, 2011
Mixed chalks on watercolor paper
23 x 45 inches
Collection of the artist

Roanoke, 2011
Handmade pastels on paper
30 x 38 inches
Collection of the artist

Roanoke 2, 2011
Conté crayon on paper
30 x 34 inches
Collection of the artist

Frisco, NC, 2010
Mixed chalks on Fabriano cold press paper
22½ x 29½ inches
Collection of the artist

Sadie’s Walk, 2010
Charcoal on primed Arches cold press paper
22 x 29 inches
Collection of the artist

Yellow, 2010
Oil paint, pencil on Mylar
12 x 13 inches
Collection of the artist

Sink Hole, 2011
Mixed chalks on Arches paper
22½ x 29½ inches
Collection of the artist

Studio Window, 2011
Mixed chalks on Saunders Waterford paper
29½ x 22½ inches
Private collection

Zoot’s Lullaby, 2011
Conté crayon on paper
30 x 43 inches
Private collection
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in making this exhibition possible: Hollins University,
the Virginia Commission for the Arts, the Arts Council of the
Blue Ridge Grants for Artists Program, the Eleanor D.
Wilson Museum at Hollins University’s staff and Director
Amy G. Moorefield, John Goodrich and Ann Bronwyn
Paulk for their fine essays, my husband Jim and my
daughter Alix for being fellow travelers on this adventure,
and to my colleagues at Hollins University.

This project is funded, in part, by a grant from The Arts Council of
the Blue Ridge and the Virginia Commission for the Arts.
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